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Just talk in American, Boy, American so’s I can Understand *
It was George
Bernard Shaw (I
think) who claimed
that the UK and the
USA were ‘two
countries divided by a
common language’.
We are all aware
that Americans and
British people use the
language differently
with regard to
expression and
spelling. This is often
a source of irritation
to Britons who
regard US usage as
being ugly and
laughable. It often
transpires, however, that some present
day US expressions reflect traditional
usage from Tudor times that we Brits
have long since abandoned and

which are therefore more traditional and
arguably more authentic.
It is spelling that causes the greatest degree of
teeth gnashing among (older) Britons who
regard the simplification of British English
spellings in American English as laughable.
There is still a degree of annoyance in the UK at
the news that the internationally recognised
spelling of ‘Sulphur’ is now to be ‘Sulfur’ (well it
certainly pissed me off). This only reinforces our
prejudice that the language is being debased and
that our North American cousins just can’t handle the various avatars of ‘ough’, the
concept that ‘re’ can sound like ‘er’ at the end of a word, the use of redundant double
consonants, the soft ‘c’ instead of ‘s’ and our aversion to the letter z (zed) (compared to
the American predilection for the letter z (zee)).
I believe however that Americans still spell weigh ‘weigh’ and weight ‘weight’ so I was a
little bemused when, at the Newark Runway fair, I came across an amusing American
person weighing machine, which exhibited a somewhat cavalier approach to the English
language. In common with a number of devices from the early part of the 20th century
this machine offers to give both the user’s weight and a prediction of his or her fortune,
or ‘wate’ and ‘fate’ as stated on the scale. Presumably it was feared that the euphonious
nature of the statement would have been missed if both words were spelled correctly.
They could have gone with ‘weight’ and ‘feight’ I suppose but that would have been just
silly. To ensure absolute cosmological accuracy the customer was required to deposit his
or her coin in a slot relating to their birth month. It could, absolutely not, have been the
case that all the coins actually ended up in the same chute as this would have been
verging on the dishonest. Instead of delivering a printed card, as in many similar
machines, the weight and fortune are displayed in a little window on top of the pillar
thus limiting the range of predictions available and requiring the customer to remember
what the universe had in store for him or her.
The machine was made by the American Scale Manufacturing Co. of Washington DC
and appeared to be from the 1930s or thereabouts. A great bit of ‘mancaviania’!
(*Darktown Poker Club, Phil Harris)

You’re Gonna Need a Bigger Grader
Despite the frequent frustrations at some of the attendant nonsense, I continue to be
fascinated by TV antique programmes as items of interest do occasionally pop up
among the plethora of mediocrity. On an edition of one such programme involving two
people making carefully choreographed visits to eerily deserted antique centres there
did indeed appear such a notable artefact. It was dragged from the stygian depths of an
average emporium and engendered both fascination and total ignorance from all

concerned. It was
soon identified as
an egg weigher by
means of expert
and erudite
examination of the
subdivided
steelyard, the
annular form load
receptor, the stylish
‘apple’ shaped
sliding poise, the
‘box end’ load
bearing and the words ‘egg weigher’ cast into the iron frame in large capital letters.
There then followed some fatuous discussion about the need to weigh eggs when baking
cakes etc but absolutely no allusion to the true function of such an instrument. The item
was acquired however and actually went on to achieve a healthy price at auction where
somebody clearly appreciated its merits.
My first thought on seeing the scale was ‘That’s
a bloody big egg grader!’ It also had a somewhat
archaic appearance for this type of device. It was
made of heavy iron and the nice ‘box end’
bearing gave it the appearance of an early 19th
century device. The only marking appeared to be
‘EGG WEIGHER’ which suggests it was British but I am not aware that there was any
call for such devices in the UK before the early part of the 20th century. Annoyingly
there was no reference made to a maker’s name and it was not possible to discern the
units of weight on the steelyard. It was, however apparent that the notches were very
closely spaced, suggesting small units of weight. Using and reading such an instrument
would have been a slow and tedious business.
The whole thing
was of epic
proportion and
rather sturdily
constructed. This
included the egg
receptor which
appeared to be
meant for
something
somewhat larger
than a mere hen’s

egg, which would probably
drop straight through the
hole. At this stage I was at a
bit of a loss to explain this
enigmatic device but then,
one day I was looking at the
ISASC Face Book page
which features interesting
items of weighing
equipment. These are
usually from the USA but
sometimes European items
are shown.
On this occasion an egg
weigher, almost identical to
the televised item appeared. It
was in a rather cleaner
condition and had a brass
steelyard and egg carrier. It
then dawned on me that the
weighing elements of the
unidentified device were also,
probably made of brass and
had just acquired a degree of
crud and patina over the years
that disguised the true nature.
The ISASC device was
fortunately identified as
carrying the name of ‘Day and
Millward’ the well known
scalemaker from the English
West Midlands. The age is
however still a bit of a
mystery as it does appear to
pre-date the time when such a
device would actually be
needed.

Body and Soul
Back in the late 14th century a
canon at the Shropshire
priory of Lilleshall named

John Mirk produced a book in verse form (so as to make it a bit more fun presumably),
entitled
‘Instructions for Parish Priests’
In this, he sets out guidance for Priests who were required to administer clerical law
within their Parish and conduct their parishioners in the ways of righteousness. One
section deals with bad doings by people under the priest’s care and describes the sort of
things that can get them chucked out of the church or excommunicated.
There is a whole raft of evil doings that were classed as ecclesiastical offences, as well as
civil wrongs including, cheating the priest out of his tithes, slandering, arson, stealing
or receiving stolen goods, heresy, usury, dodgy cattle dealing, forgery and coin clipping,
bearing false witness, treachery, disturbing the peace, stealing from the church etc.
There is also a specific injunction against the use of false measures; bushels, gallons,
pottles (half gallons), quarts and cuppes (?) false weights; pounds or poundrelles and

false ‘ellen yards’. Clearly messing with the measures was a big deal in the 1300s and
merited equal opprobrium to setting fire to stuff and being drunk and disorderly.

Scotch on the Docks
In the last edition we looked at the British herring fishery that was once a significant
trade and provided an important component of the diet in these islands.
During the catching season the fleet of Drifters would follow the shoals of fish as they
migrated southward down the North Sea. The catches were landed at the various
‘herring ports’ down the East Coast of Scotland and England where the perishable fish
would be unloaded for immediate processing. Dealing with the oily herring needed a
specialised workforce and gangs of skilled women followed the fleet along the coast and
efficiently processed the fish as it came off the boats. These ‘Scotch Girls or Lasses’ as
they were known, in England (sorry Scotland) were incredibly adept at gutting the
herrings and then packing them in salting barrels for preservation before sale.
The arrival of these ladies in the ports was a notable event and some older people still
remember these visitations in Great Yarmouth in the 1940s and 1950s. The women used
to lodge in the towns where they worked, until the catch was processed and the fleet
returned to sea. The ladies would then pack up and move on to the next port where
landings were to take place.
Their dexterity with the filleting knife was famous and was matched only by their
ability with the needle. It was a common sight for these ladies to walk through the
streets of the towns, constantly knitting as they went.
Over the years I have heard much about the visits of the ‘Scotch Girls’ to Great
Yarmouth where they had a legendary status but I had never encountered the
equivalent in all my time working in and around Grimsby.
I recently came across a photograph however, showing a group of these women on
Grimsby fish docks packing the fish into storage barrels. It’s quite difficult to
accurately date the picture as the garb of the women would have remained pretty much
unaltered right up until the whole business finally ground to a halt in the 1960’s. The
luxurious whiskers of the gents who are watching proceedings or simply photo-bombing
the shot, suggests it may be pre-war. Whatever the date, it is evidence that this town did
also receive its annual visits from the ‘Scotch Lasses’.

Request
Our good friend Fred Rengel has been in touch from the USA and has made a request
to anyone who has a 56lb brass bell weight they are willing to sell. Fred is looking for
one and is reaching out to the Europeans. If anyone has such a weight they should
contact Fred, or I will pass on any message.

